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The validity of the labor contract is the core problem of labor contract. It 
embodies the essential attribute of labor contract. Because of the special nature of the 
labor contract, the validity problem has its own characteristics and value orientation 
although it is on the basis of civil law theory.  
In the field of labor law, legislators consider guiding function of law too much. 
The legal adjustment is too futuristic, requirements for the effective elements of labor 
contract are too strict and the threshold is too high. Upon confirmation of invalid labor 
contract issue, the author thinks that we should maintain the validity of the labor 
contract and the stability of labor relations as far as possible unless the affirmation of 
contract effectiveness is unfavorable to protect the lawful rights and interests of 
workers, detrimental to national interests, public interests or the interests of others.  
In this paper, besides preface and epilogue, the full text is divided into four 
parts.The first part is an overview of invalid labor contract system, which includes the 
definition and characteristics of labor contract, effective performance of labor contract, 
different definitions of invalid labor contractin educational circle.The second part is 
about the reasons and analysis of the labor contract  effectiveness, which includes 
the reasons and analysis of foreign invalid labor contract and the existing legal 
provisions in our country.The third part is about the confirmation and the 
consequences of invalid labor contract, which includes confirmation application, 
confirmation institutions, the confirmation process and responsibility to bear after 
being determined to be null. The fourth part is about the evaluation and improvement 
suggestions of invalid labor contract system in China and the emphasis is on 
improvement suggestions.This part includes four aspects .First, increase terms on 
contracts lower than the standard of the collective contract as one of the invalid labor 
contract reasons. Second, establish the revocable system of labor contract and pending 
validity contract system. Third, give the supplement right of effectiveness to the 
laborers and the employers. Fourth, after the labor contract is confirmed as invalid, 
problems should be solved including, clearing the validity of the confidentiality clause, 
making up for the reasonable costs of employer and employment opportunity loss of 
laborers.  
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